"THE WOOD"
a play from and by

The Primitives

technical contact
Craig Weston 0032 498541493
craig.weston@telenet.be

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Playing Area
(including space for seating) : 10m x 12m
Minimum height of playing space : 4m50

Light
The performance is lit with an independent lighting system, which includes 4 Halogen quartz lamps of 400W
1 double and 1 single standard neon lamp
A few work lights.
A complete blackout in the performance space is required.
There must also be house lights to illuminate the space for the audience as they
take their seats before the performance and as they leave at the end.
The performance requires two electrical sockets of regular household current (220
V), on either end of the playing area.
At a central point above the playing space, either in the grid or by other means, it is
necessary to attach a double neon lamp, (not very heavy). This lamp is part of the
independent lighting system and should not be connected to the lighting system of
the theater. If ever there is no point available to attach the neon light, solutions are
possible but the company needs to be warned in advance.

Sound
Two portable CD players are the only source of recorded sound. These are
provided by the company and operated by the actors from the playing area.

Personnel
The Primitives require the help of 2 technicians familiar with the theater and
playing space, to assist in unloading and loading, as well as the assembling and
dismantling of the decor.
During the performance we require the help of an "extra", someone provided by the
theater. This person will play a carpenter who appears at the end of the
performance. We ask that this person be present an hour before the performance

for an explanation of what his simple task entails. He must be present for the
duration of the play, ready on a specific cue, to make his appearance at the end of
the performance.

Catering
The company requests a light warm meal or sandwiches for 3 people, coffee, tea
and water.

More Information
Age : from 6 years and up for family performances Between 6 and 10 for school
performances
Duration of Show : 60 minutes
Get In : 4 hours
Get Out : 2 hours
Maximum audience :
120 plus teachers for school performances. 120 for family performances
These numbers are based on a playing area of 12m x 10m. If ever the area is
smaller than this, the audience capacity will diminish accordingly.

